Align With
Your Power
- A group for men
__________

Saturday,
Jan. 4, 2014
6pm-8:30pm
__________

Align With Your Power
~ A group for men
Join us for an empowering and multifold evening of greater clarity, depth,
and purpose. In this gathering, we recognize masculine power as an
important and necessary co-creative force in our families, communities,
and world. We know that when the Masculine is aligned with his
authentic power - he serves both as a guiding light and as a force to be
reckoned with. This is an evening that is meant to serve you and your
highest calling. Sign-up today.
- Gain clarity and confidence in your decision-making for the new year.
- Tap into your own internal GPS system to guide you into taking appropriate action.
- Let go of pressure and stress that blocks you from showing up as your real self.
- Speak your mind, gain perspective, and strengthen your connection with the collective
experience.
- Utilizing ancient breath practices, embark on an inner journey to enlighten your path.
- Be validated as a unique and whole human being.

Every 1st Saturday
of the Month
__________

RSVP
Register by 5pm, the
day before the Event.
No-Walk-ins. Go to:
www.theyogitree.com
Energy Exchange:
$25/person

Your vision, voice, and action is what the world is waiting for. The time is now.

Sign-up now! Please pre-register by 1/3/14 as space is limited.
No walk-ins. RSVP at www.theyogitree.com

____________________________________________________
About Your Facilitator: Liza F. Camba (Sat-Akal) is a dedicated teacher, healer, and results
coach. She was initiated as a modern day priestess with the Institute of Modern Wisdom, and
continued her training with the Institute as a teacher-trainer and mentor for the men’s spirituality and
self-empowerment program. Some of her influences include modern luminaries such as the Dalai
Lama, Thich Nhat Hanh, Rev. Michael Beckwith, Brother Ishmael Tetteh, Rev. Patrick Harbula, Pir Zia
Inayat-Khan, Nader Khalili, Ralph Nader, Paolo Soleri, and Arthus-Bertrand. Sat-Akal leads
workshops related to right relationship, right livelihood, creative consciousness, and selfempowerment. She is committed to supporting the innate strength, power, and truth of the modern
man. For more info, go to www.artfullivingmovement.com.
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